
3/4/84 

Dear (}regit 

Baur 2/28: what you provided is the PBIHQ file and aerial number, the third 
being the aerials and indicating the extent of other records in that file. Not 
I do not know that 62.687 is limited to the WYK assassination. It could be a 
BP'S file. But I think there'must be many additional records either way becatum, of 
the dates you provide, very early. 

It is odd that they withheld the H' and field file numbers because they had 
already been disclosed, at least BEIM because I had a record of it. Probably just 
more 1414 stonewalling and escalation of costs to be clanged to AMA. 

When you have a serial with so many pegea it is generally what the 1081 ol21O 
an JAvestigatiwe report but is wally a collection of  inaviduffl investigative 
reports, mostly VD-302a, assembled: by the field office case agent and sent to 
FOUR. It is not uncommon in-such cases for this to generate additional PBE8Q 
records. 

However, it isaameat certain in all oases and with little question in tide 
case that the field office boa much additional into it did not send to ISM. 
Many reason for this practise and of than never forget, that the first law is. 
Cover the Bureau's Ass and close to the to) of the list is never embarrass it, 

Ni mate° on the boo* draft are on it and you can see than here at any tine 
but it isn't practical forme to copy them all off. If it is not too much trouble 
both forlature archival value and my own interest I'd like to read Alfa intro. 

hope your work out there is going well. 

Hest wishes, 



% 335 South Rimpau Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90020 
February 28, 1984 

Dear Harold, 

Thank you for the note and the comments. The introduction to 
the book is about 55 pages and was written by AKL, as opposed to the 
main section (draft)  which was written by me. It deals from a variety 
of broader angles with the XX611111EXIEW/Ef ranik issues of the 
case which are presented more specifically in what follows. If you'd 
like's copy, I'll send one. As I mentioned before, any comments yot 
have, specific or general, on the material in the body of the book 
would be of interest to me. 

Unfortunately, I can't give you any clear FBI file number for tke 
"Charts and photographs" section of the FBI reports which I sent yot. 
On the FD-204, first page of the batch of documents the "bureau file 
#:" is deleted. I can only tell you that it is a section which extends 
in its present pagination to page 1074, and that 411 of these pages 
were released either in whole or in part under PODIA. "Field Office 
File #:" is also deleted from the cover page. The section is the first 
section of FBI documents compiled and is dated 6/9/68. A cover sheet 
in the FBI reading room over this section says "2nd release of 668 
pages / 62-587-400; 62-587-6601" As this is one section with appaaently 
consecutive (except for deletions) pagination up to 1074 and the 66E 
relates to no batch of pages I can think of, I don't know what to make 
of this. It is possible, however, that the number is one of the twc 
FBI serial numbers given above. 

Thanks for your other suggestions. I'll keep you posted. 

Sincerely, 


